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This collection of stories is not a history book in the traditional sense, but it has
much to do with our history. The individual contributions should convey to
what extent Templers are in touch with their origins and their traditions.
This is how the story came to be told: Palestine, home to several generations of
Templers, had been lost. What with internment and deportation, the point of no
return had truly been passed for many hundreds of people. The new beginning
in unfamiliar Australia was not easy. But they made it; they found their way
back from dispersal to rejoin each other. After all the terrible times, fathers and
mothers in reunited families told their children about Palestine, about the land
whence they had come and which they could not forget.
This book is more about oral history than reference. You will ‘hear’ the people
talk; you will listen to their anecdotes, take part in their highs and lows, their
triumphs and their tragedies, and perhaps look deeply into their souls. It spans
almost a century through its diverse mixture of stories.
For seventy-five years, the Templers have lived and worked in Palestine and have tried
to prove that the idea of the Kingdom of God can become practical reality by joining
together and working in communities. Was the experiment successful? The answer
depends on the yardstick applied. By the time our settlements in the Holy Land had to be
abandoned we were still far removed from conditions resembling the Kingdom of God.
We may even have, due to external economic success, strayed somewhat from our goals,
but it emerged that the spirit of Christian sociability, decent behaviour and sound moral
principles were more easily fostered and developed in an organized society of likeminded people than in an anonymous mass of human beings. For this reason we believe
the experiment in Palestine was successful and this is why we continue to be engaged in
building communities, striving to perfect the Temple.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…

Testimonials
During the second half of the nineteenth century, a handful of courageous German Christians
– members of the “Temple Society” – established flourishing settlements and made significant
contributions to the development of the Holy Land. Their descendants, who made Australia
their home, offer us forty-six memoirs written by their forefathers.
In their personal and captivating accounts, those who were born and lived in Palestine
provide penetrating insights into the German enterprises in the Land of Israel. These
fascinating accounts bring the reader closer to the character and experiences of the settlers
during one of the most significant eras in the history of the Holy Land.
Dr Yaron Perry, University of Haifa, Israel
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This book of recollections gives an excellent view of life in the Templer settlements. Persons
seeking an understanding of the Templer way of life, people interested in the effects on
individuals of the ebb and flow of history during this period, and those undertaking family
research will find this a delightful publication.
Helmut Glenk, author “From Desert Sands to Golden Oranges”, Melbourne, Australia

Set against the tumultuous backdrop of two world wars, these vivid stories about the lives of Templers
in Palestine form a colourful mosaic of the exotic and everyday.
Erica Wagner, Publisher of Books for Children and Teenagers, Allen & Unwin, Melbourne, Australia

We highly recommend this newly translated book Memories of Palestine, especially to the younger
generation of Templers in Australia.
Horst Blaich, Temple Society Heritage Group, Melbourne, Australia

Our grandparents and parents achieved much in pioneering the country which is now Israel. Their
social life, a product of our free Christian religion and Swabian heritage, gave our generation a good
start in modern Australia. These stories of events in the lives of many Templers give us clues to our
background and bring it to life.
Dr Rolf Beilharz, University of Melbourne. Regional Head, Temple Society Australia.

Horst Blaich organizer, art designer and Peter G. Hornung chief translator are discussing, proofreading and signing off colour printing
of the cover at Trendprint (Aust) Pty Ltd in Port Melbourne, March 2005.

Excerpts
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I would like to quote what A. Goodrich-Fresh has to say about Haifa in his book
In a Syrian saddle (Matthew’s Colonial Library, London 1905): “The German
colony – a picturesque European village – has wide streets planted with trees, well kept
roads and gardens gay with flowers. The houses seem to have been transplanted here
from some venerable old place in Europe, with a quotation of the Bible in black letters
above each front door. In terms of cleanliness, trade, industry and agriculture, Haifa is
in fact a German town.” The author waxes lyrical about the view from the top of
Mt Carmel: “The Bay of Acre extends to the north with all its memories harking back
to the times of the crusades, while directly below lies Haifa which with all its gardens
may well present the loveliest and most thriving picture imaginable in Palestine.”
Theodora
Wieland
During the times of our Templer pioneers things looked different. There was no land
connection between Haifa and Jaffa, for instance. One could reach Jaffa only from the sea. But
what a fascinating vista opened up in front of the traveler arriving from that direction! The
houses closely huddled together along the road on the beach rose all the way up the hill on
which sat the massive building of the Franciscan monastery as if on a throne. In the sea
before the city rocky reefs were strung out like strings of pearls, with only one narrow
opening between the reefs through which the row boats had to be steered when they brought
the passengers ashore from the ships anchored on the roadstead.
Hans
Lange
Even in the early years non-Germans were enrolled time and again at our school, for example
several children from an Armenian family. The youngest, Martha Georgian, with whom I am
friends to this day, lives in Kuwait. My own daughter could come and go as she pleased in
her house. The funny thing is that Martha speaks Swabian even now.
Annemarie Höft-Fast
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Sarona/Hakirya

The wind is favourable and carries the sound of Sunday bells. This makes me
think of Saal [day of religious service] during my youth in Jerusalem, and I am
suddenly transported back to the past. A kaleidoscope of pictures emerges in
seemingly infinite profusion, fleeting thoughts, lasting impressions in neverending and haphazard sequence: strong, sweet fragrance of orange blossoms in
the gardens of Sarona; lizards sunbathing on low limestone walls; fine, hot dust
on the road squeezing through the naked toes of boys; excursions across the
barren Judean desert; swimming at Südstrand beach in Jaffa; living within the
security of the settlement and humdrum every-day life, not without bomb
explosions and bloodshed even then. Where does one begin?
Waldemar Fast
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Betlehem/Haglilit

The British soldiers were often quite reckless – were they not the victors? In connection with this, our
Papa repeatedly showed how well he could cope with difficulties and how neatly he could solve
problems. Two large fig trees stood in our garden, one with normal fruits, and the other with eagle figs.
These eagle figs were not of the well known shape but looked like big, flat apples. When they were cut
across sideways, a red form appeared in the pink flesh that looked like the spread wings of a bird.
These figs tasted particularly good and were considerably bigger than the others. One day our mother
saw some English soldiers in boots climbing around in the tree, pulling off branches just to get at the
figs. She told this to Papa. He waited until they came back the next day, when he spoke to them: “I can
see that you like eating figs; that pleases me, there are plenty of them, aren’t there, but it is not so
comfortable for you on the trees in your boots. The branches are smooth and you can easily slip. My
children climb barefooted, that’s easier. They can pick a small basket full for you every day and bring
it to you, while they last, if that is all right with you .”
Ida Hansis
We had hardly seen any automobiles yet, and suddenly we were invited to ride on one! We
were thrilled. The drive went to Cape Carmel, towards Neuhardthof. When we rounded the
promontory and the sea came into full view we saw a ship on the horizon which looked
rather small. It came closer remarkably quickly and got bigger and bigger. And then one
could clearly see a red flag being hoisted on the foremast. We knew what that meant, shells
were bursting left and right and all around us. The driver had the presence of mind to steer
the truck behind the Muschelesberg, a small hill, to make it more or less invisible to the
telescopes of the ship. “Let’s go, kids!” shouted the driver, “get off and run home as fast as
you can!” I believe I never ran as fast again in my entire life as I did then, across the fields,
through the olive grove, past the Engelhardt house and to the left of Bubeck’s. Somebody in
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Bubeck’s garden asked what the shooting was all about. Out of breath, I only said: “The
stupid ship was shooting at us.” At last I was back in the village and felt reasonably safe. This
was my first trip on an automobile and I won’t forget it as long as I live.
Rosa Burkhardt

Wilhelma/Bnei Atarot

The locusts came flying over our settlement on Easter Monday, 1915. A small number descended on to
the heap of cut grass in the farmyard and gorged themselves on it. Our chickens pounced upon the
unexpected meat and had a feast. The locusts looked like ears of barley, as yellow, and under their
wings they were red. On Ascension Day, people again shouted “locusts!” There they were, marching
up the street like an army of grey beasts as big as May beetles. These young locusts had hatched from
the eggs laid by the swarm at Easter. We dug trenches a metre deep and tried to trap them. When a
trench was full, it was covered and stamped tight, while others were digging new trenches. Everyone
was excited and kept grumbling away. Then Mrs Hasenpflug came by and shouted: “The way you
people are screaming at each other, why, we’re going to need a feast of reconciliation!”
Friedericke Imberger
The mayor of Malcha had shifted the boundary markers of his land by several metres on to the land of my uncle,
Nicolai Schmidt. A judicial hearing ensued. My uncle refused to submit a sworn statement in support of his
claim. The mayor had appeared before the court with hordes of witnesses prepared to testify on oath in support
of his assertion. The judge knew exactly on whose side the truth was to be found, but my uncle had refused to
swear an oath and was not about to help the poorly paid judge make the correct decision with a baksheesh. When
the bribe was eventually paid by another settler, the judge heaped curses on the mayor of Malcha and his
henchmen and sent them to the devil.
I was impressed by the attitude of my uncle who would rather risk lengthy litigation than swear an oath, which
he, as a devout Christian, did not want to do. For him, there was only yes or no. It was this steadfast resolve to
observe all Christian values which created the unprecedented respect shown to the settlers by all Arabs, Jews and
whoever else they had to deal with.
Herbert Rohrer
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In the early years of the twentieth century, outstanding Jewish men came into the country, the ‘Pilgrim
Fathers’ of the new Palestine, as Chaim Weizmann calls them. There was talk of a Jewish university in
Jerusalem and a technical college in Haifa. Some of these ‘Fathers’ came with a background of
German culture, and since the planned college was under the auspices of the Berlin based ‘Association
for Assistance to German Jews’, there was a dispute about whether the language adopted at the
technical college should be Hebrew or German. Fortunately, it was decided it should be Hebrew. Many
of these Jewish leaders were well known in our house. I remember names like Professor Bärwald, Dr
Schmaria Levin, Dr Aureate and Samuel Pewsner, who was the architect of the future Hadar-Hacarmel
[Jewish suburb of Haifa]. Dr Chaim Weizmann’s two sisters were personal friends of our family.
Horror engulfed us all when Mr Dunia was shot dead in the Arabic market, the hesbe, on the seventh of
July 1938. He wanted to help a wounded officer get into his car but met his own death in doing so.
Nelly Marcinkowski

Haifa

When I remember our old community life, I feel above all deep gratitude for my sheltered,
happy and carefree childhood. This emotion of feeling utterly secure is certainly not a matter
of course if you keep in mind that all the years I spent in Palestine were a time of most severe
political tensions, uncertainty about the future, ideological clashes and, finally, World War II
itself. I owe this feeling not only to my parents but also to a large loving extended family as
well as to the wider community. I always felt confident that we children were loved and
appreciated in the community and that any adult would be ready to protect me and rush to
my help if necessary. As a legacy from my childhood I have to this day preserved a large
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capacity of basic trust in my fellow human beings, and only in later life had to painfully
realize that distance and caution were often more appropriate when dealing with people.
Ursula Hammer
Our parents used to take us up the Mt Carmel path to the monastery of the Carmelite monks, which we
called the Eliaskloster, after the prophet Elijah who is said to have lived in a cave near there. He is
reputed to have ascended to Heaven from the top of Cape Carmel in a carriage drawn by fiery horses. I
was fascinated by this story. The mountain came to an abrupt end there with the slope of Mt Carmel
falling away steeply into the sea – splendid scenery indeed for the heavenly event.
Käthe Margarete Pfänder
Our small contingent of Templers fronted up once a year at the school sports meeting held on a sports
ground in the Greek colony, where the main events were track races. As it was not possible to ascertain
the age of many Arab students accurately, competitors were graded not according to age, but height.
Anybody less than four feet tall was a ‘junior’. An ‘intermediate’ could be up to five feet tall; beyond
this one was a ‘senior’. Since many Arabs were smaller than we were, several twelve or thirteen-year
baby faces from our ranks had to line up against seventeen to nineteen-year-old athletes growing their
first beard. Accordingly, our chances of victory were low. However, we loudly joined in the obligatory
“three cheers for the referees” at the conclusion of the competition.
Werner Frank
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Our school days began at home with the custom of saying a prayer before breakfast when all members
of the family were present. A short chapter or a quotation read from the Bible was a harmonious start
of the day before we children went to school. Did we say another short prayer at school? I am not sure
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we did, but when I eventually attended the school of the convent Dames de Nazareth, we spent fifteen
minutes on our knees praying in French one week and in Arabic the next. Since the sisters of the
convent did not speak Arabic, we students shortened the Arabic prayer to seven minutes. This took
some of the load off our knees during that week.
Clara Klingeman
In our family religion was not discussed very much. I believe that it was the examples set for helping
friends and neighbours unasked and our role models for continual fulfillment of duty, the commitment
and willingness of individuals to serve for the common good, as well as the yearly cycle of joyfully and
solemnly observed festivals such as Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving and Tempelfest, which have
given us a degree of confidence and faith in God which truly helped us through difficult times and
nurture us to this day.
Liselotte Thaler

Even though we are no longer at home in Palestine, our memories live on regardless. We lived together
with people of the same mind and felt protected in our communities. We were guests in a foreign
country and, by trying to live in such a way that no one had reason for complaint, we made many
friends amongst the other inhabitants of the country.
Annemarie HöftFast
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All photos are from the “Albert Blaich Family Archive-Australia”
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